Jaguar 3.0 v6 engine problems

Jaguar's top of the line 3. The original XF model revolutionised Jaguar and this second
generation version has given the brand another useful step forward in the full-sized Executive
segment. Most buyers will be opting for this car in volume 2. After all, rest to 62mph in around 6
seconds and over 50mpg is a tempting combination Jaguar's second generation XF has laid
down an even stronger challenge to the German establishment in the Executive segment than
its predecessor did. Cars like BMW's 5 Series and Audi's A6 now struggle to match this British
contender in areas like ride and handling and perceived interior luxury. Arguably the major step
forward with this MK2 model is the increase in rear seat space but another key plus is the
improvement in cabin technology, a huge amount of which is included within the standard spec
of the variant we're looking at here, the flagship 3. A key to this top XF's appeal lies in the way it
performs. The powerful V6 Diesel sits in an aluminium body that is kg lighter than the older
model. The powerplant delivers bhp to the rear wheels, pushing the XF from zero to 62mph in
just 6. The Nm torque figure hurls you forward for effortless overtaking too. Top speed is limited
to mph, which matches all of Jag's main German rivals in this sector. It's the handling that
might surprise you most though. Think BMW's 5 Series is unrivalled in this regard in this class?
Well try one of these, then decide. The electronic power assisted steering is brilliantly
fine-tuned in the way it responds to inputs from the driver. And through the bends, a torque
vectoring system helps hone the precise cornering. Driver-assistance systems keep an eye on
the road position, recognising when the XF is unintentionally drifting over lanes. Subtle steering
inputs can be applied autonomously to correct for this, and a message reminding weary drivers
to take a break is displayed if the car senses fatigue setting in. In second generation guise, the
XF's design has evolved slightly, becoming visually more akin to the smaller XE saloon - though
more menacing headlights and a 'double dip' in the tail lamps aesthetically set it apart from its
stablemate. The overall profile still has a rakish look but small detail changes to the lights and
the shape of the nose and boot improve the business-like look of the car. There's a choice of
saloon or Sportbrake bodystyles. Inside, the rising circular gear selector remains: so do the
cartwheeling airvents, though they've been reduced in number and thrown to the edges of the
cabin, with the centre of the fascia now freed up for the 8-inch 'InControl Touch' infotainment
system. This set-up's certainly a vast improvement on the low-tech display of the previous
model in both form and function, but we are a little surprised that Jaguar has chosen not to
provide the kind of 'i-Drive'-style rotary infotainment controller that direct Executive segment
rivals offer,. Rear seat space is markedly improved on that provided by the original XF, while
boot capacity matches the class standard at litres. Still, this 3. Key 'S' features include inch
alloy wheels, a bodykit, a watt Meridian Sound System and way adjustable leather seats.
Cutting-edge stuff includes a laser Head-Up Display, projecting key information in colour into
the driver's line of sight. An 'Intelligent Speed Limiter' adjusts the maximum speed of the car as
it passes speed limit signs. Then there's the 'InControl Apps' set-up that integrates
smartphones with the infotainment system, allowing compatible apps on your phone to be
accessed via the touch-screen in the centre console. The system allows users to access
information such as fuel levels, security status and mileage remotely, which may be handy for
company car users. The optional upgrade allows you to interact with the XF's controls from
your phone. The smaller engines are among the cleanest and most fuel efficient in the sector,
but even the V6 Diesel returns The lightweight aluminium intensive body has made a huge
difference to the fuel economy of Jaguar cars, making them highly competitive. The XF has
always been a desirable car. The sales figures reinforce that, as it almost single handedly saved
the Coventry marque from extinction. So this vastly improved version should retain its value
very well. Jaguar's reputation for reliability is so much better than it once was, so people are
less wary about buying a used model. It is a high powered prestige car so the XF 3. To put that
into context, the 2. The 3. Efficiency matches BMW's class-leading standards and the ride and
handling combination on offer here arguably out-classes the Munich maker's rival d model. In
the leather-lined cabin, many will think the sense of occasion surpasses that of a Mercedes Ed,
while the level of technology on offer is now superior to a rival Audi A6 3. In other words, it
looks like Jaguar's done its homework here. Do yours and you could well be tempted. By
clicking subscribe you are adhering to our terms and conditions. Please see our privacy policy
for more details. Personal Business. Sales enquiries: Personal Breakdown Cover. How to pass
your driving test Car insurance guides. RAC Drive. Greater London Change location. Your
location is currently set as Greater London Update location. Use my location. Search RAC Drive
for news, reviews, advice and more. Jaguar XF 3. Get covered. Join now. Get our best motoring
stories, delivered. Get the latest news, reviews and offers to help keep your motoring costs
down. You might also like. Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news, advice, reviews and
offers to help keep your motoring costs down. Privacy policy Accessibility Cookie policy. The
Jaguar XF 3 litre V6 has a supercharged petrol engine. I wanted to find out if the V6 can make a

compelling case for itself. Finally emancipated from Ford the XF was Jaguar's design alone. It
contained no horrendous retro styling or Ford parts-bin components. It was a Jaguar for the
modern age. The XF still looks great today. In a market segment where many premium cars are
designed for the moment, and age just as quickly, the Jaguar XF is one of Ian Callum's timeless
masterpieces. The Jaguar XF is a big saloon. It's nearly 5 metres long, and pokes out of
supermarket car parking spaces, which has the benefit of being easy to find once you've
survived the weekly shop. It's a thoroughly handsome thing too. The general fluidity of the lines
are easy on the eye. It doesn't have sharp angles and slashes to enhance this or that area. It just
relies on a classic shape which doesn't overtly pay homage to the past even though, being a
Jag, it inevitably does in some areas. The 20" wheels fit well in their arches. The test car is
painted Carnelian Red and suits the car well. Take a look at the XF configurator and you might
be disappointed at the lack of vibrant colours on offer - they are mostly sombre paint schemes,
with this one being the best in my eyes. I'm not a fan of chrome but it's used sparingly on the
XF, around the grille, in the lower air intakes, around the windows inevitably and a slash across
the rump. These areas are black on the XFR-S and, with lighter paint schemes, would suit the XF
too, giving it a sportier, less 'gentlemanly' look. The lights are great. The headlights are
super-bright. Almost Volvo bright, and that's saying something. The materials used are
top-notch. There isn't so much as a square inch of nastiness. No fake wood, no horrible
nylon-esque material on the roof lining. Jaguar pay attention to detail with its materials, and it
shows. Where there is plastic its grain is subtle and the texture not too hard and brittle. I got
comfortable in the driver's seat in about 10 seconds. I can spend all week in some cars and not
find the right position for me. The pedals and wheel are set in just the right place so the car
works around you, rather than the other way round. Headroom might be a limiting factor for
drivers well over 6 feet tall. I'm 5'10" and felt quite close to the roof, even with the seat set quite
low. The XF is an automatic and has keyless ignition so has a Start Stop button. This is set just
in front of the gear knob, which sits flush with the centre console and rises out when you press
'Start'. Before you press 'Start' the air vents sit flush with the dash, showing only an aluminium
backing, but when you fire up the car they turn around to show their blades to the occupants.
It's pointless but I love it. I filmed it, take a look here. You get 3 storage spaces in the central
console. One is under the armrest and has a 12v socket and a USB connector. One has two
cupholders. The door pockets are pretty big. The glovebox opens at the push of a small button
just above it. The controls are all solid and some are made from milled aluminium. The flappy
paddles are attached to the wheel itself, as in the XK , and are plastic. The F-Type gets
aluminium paddles. Jaguar needs to import those into the XF. The touch-screen is easy to use.
It controls the sound system, satnav, smartphone integration and a few other controls such as
the heated and vented seats. The satnav works properly and incorporates realtime traffic so
alters the route according to traffic levels. Digital radio is fitted as standard. Smartphone
integration is great and works perfectly. You can read more about these systems here. The rear
seats are vast, and comfortable. The rear occupants get legroom even with the front seats
pulled right back. They get a pair of drinks holders in the armrest and a set of vents and a 12v
socket but not much else in the way of toys. The rear seat would fit 3 adults quite easily. All in
all the Jaguar XF's interior is a marvellous place to be. I spent a 13 hour day in it and couldn't
have wished for a better place to while away a boring drive along the UK's motorway network.
This car has the petrol powered 3 litre V6 engine which is fitted with a supercharger. Whilst
other manufacturers use 1, 2 or 3 turbos to try and eliminate lag Jaguar prefer superchargers,
which come on stream from 0 revs. The engine has bhp and lb ft of torque. It does mph in 5. I
tested this and got 5. It is wonderfully smooth, and with a linear torque curve. The assistance of
the supercharger cannot be felt well, it wouldn't would it , it just zooms around the rev counter
with nary a sign that it is towing kg of car along with it. When you rev a V8 at idle the car gentle
rolls moves on its axis in the direction of travel of the crank. The V6 engine in the XF is well
damped. You hardly feel it in the car. Typical Jag. The gearbox is an 8-speed ZF unit , found in
countless other cars. The Jaguar is either fully automatic or semi-auto with flappy paddles. In
fully auto mode it is absolutely fine, but sometimes takes a while to gather itself up and change
from 8th to 2nd when you floor it. This means you might enter a roundabout, cruise around it at
30mph and it'll still be in one of the top gears , press the throttle and the gearbox says "Oh,
right. What-ho better change down a few. Hang on! The alternative is to take control and use the
paddles. This is more satisfying when driving along decent roads, or the aforesaid roundabout.
The up-changes occur almost instantly and down-changes take a fraction longer. It's only after
you have your fun with the paddles and resume auto mode that an issue comes to light. The
gearbox thinks you still want to have some manual fun and doesn't change up when the revs
reach the red-line. Then you feel like a fool and have to keep changing with the paddles. The
only way to overcome this is to reset it by changing into Sport mode and back to Drive. Sport

mode seems to keep the gearbox more alive, changing later in the rev range. There's also a
dynamic button, and traction control off button. To drive the XF is to waft. It takes A-roads and
motorways in its stride. The ride is serenity itself. The steering is true, and oily smooth I say that
in every Jaguar review, including that of the E-Type and has no dead spot at the centre. It's light
and accurate - or rather as accurate as any kg car can be. The suspension is only really found
wanting on fast, medium radius turns when body roll is felt to some extent. The XF has active
suspension so it copes well with almost all conditions. The traction control is set at such a level
that some naughtiness is allowed. Turn traction control off and you may find yourself
backwards in a hedge - unless you have the width of a track to practice drifting. Press the
dynamic button and the level of naughtiness increases slightly. The power is quite sensational.
When you floor it and let fly the acceleration is stunning. For a car not advertised as a sports
car it'll outperform most hot hatches. This makes driving down your favourite roads a superbly
satisfying experience. But never a white knuckle ride. It doesn't get out of sorts. Driving on
congested motorways and through towns is a doddle. The engine turns itself off when you
come to a halt, and starts up again as soon as you need it. Adaptive cruise control is quite
simply my favourite automotive technological advancement of the past few years. I go into it in
further depth in this article but it is easy to set and to use, and makes driving on motorways and
long dual carriageways safer and more efficient. If all cars were fitted with it there would be less
idiots crashing into each other. Essentially the Jaguar XF is a smooth drive, but it can also be
an involving drive if that takes your fancy. The chassis can handle abuse but it can also take the
stress out of long, repetitive journeys. The V6 engine is so smooth and has so much power I
never found it wanting - or found myself wanting the 5 litre supercharged V8. The XF will usually
only be occupied by the driver. Most will be bought as commuters or fleet cars. It's a useable
day to day car rather than a toy or weekend roustabout. As such running costs are important to
buyers. We've established it has plenty of poke and a decent portion of vim, but how about the
stats that hit your wallet rather than heart. Combined fuel consumption is quoted as 30mpg UK.
Normally this would be unachievable in the real world but over a mile run I matched it with no
problem. This is the downside of superchargers - although actually getting 40mpg in the real
world in the Mercedes is almost impossible. It's a big car, but no bigger than the competition.
Parking can be tight but being as it's a 4 door you can squeeze out when there isn't much space
between you and the car next door. The interior is vast, and so is the boot. I tested it here. It's
easily big enough to swallow several bags of golf bats. At night the interior lights up in all sorts
of unexpected places. It's rather a treat but never distracting. It's a wonderful car to look at, to
drive and just to spend time in. Long journeys are consumed with ease and fun drives are, well,
fun. The XF seems to have very few drawbacks. Sure it's no lightweight back-road hoon-mobile
but that engine is a real peach and makes up for this deficiency. Aligned with the engine the
steering and chassis are good enough to make it best in class - and that's before you account
for the tasteful styling and interior. The engine is so good, and it has power enough. The only
let-down is in the choice of colours available. Jaguar really ought to push the boat out and allow
XF customers to choose from the F-Type palette. I heartily recommend the Jaguar XF with it's
V6 petrol engine as both a sensible proposition and an involving driver's car, and the Portfolio
trim level provides a damned luxurious experience. Just make sure you order adaptive cruise
control. Labels: Car review , Jaguar , Road tests. Newer Post Older Post Home. Deals Bargain
threads Classified adverts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦.
What's new New posts Latest activity. Search forums. Members Current visitors. Log in. Install
the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Jaguar V6 Diesel
Engine Problem. Thread starter mikes48 Start date Aug 3, Tags diesel v6. I bought my XF a year
ago, and so far it's been OK, only done about 6, miles in it, and booked it in for an annual
service only yesterday. It's got a Jaguar Approved 2-year warranty, by the way. Took my wife to
the local main dealer yesterday for her to collect her XE, which had been in for some simple
warranty work. We were in my XF. Almost arrived at the dealer's and a sudden flapping-type
noise could be heard, sounding a bit like a flat tyre, although nothing untoward steering-wise.
Slowly drove into the car park, no more than yards, parked it, quick look at the tyres, all OK,
went into the dealership to collect Mrs's car. When we left I asked Mrs to come over to my car
and to slowly drive it back and forth so I could check the whole circumference of all four
wheels. While she was coming over I opened the bonnet to check whether there was a carrier
bag or something trapped in the fan belt - that's the sort of noise it sounded like from inside the
car. As usual with modern cars you couldn't even see the fan belt - just endless plastic covers.
She got in, started the engine, which fired up as normal, but within a second or two a
horrendous loud metallic clattering noise came from the engine, so she turned it off. Went into

the dealership and their workshop manager came out to see if he could tell what was up. He
started the engine, heard the noise, and very quickly turned it off again! He wouldn't commit
himself without diagnostic checks, but I had to leave the car with them and I'm waiting to hear
what's what. Sounds serious, whatever it is. I'll let you know. I know the Jaguar LandRover
TDV6 engines suffer from catastrophic engine failure as a result of a common crankshaft
bearing issue. I hope the dealer sorts it satisfactorily for you. Whether you are or are not a loyal
customer ie. I hope they would equally sort it for someone who doesn't have two Jags in their
household. I hope you get this all sorted under the warranty. Why did you buy a diesel for just 6,
miles a year? IronGiant Moderator. Is that a general question or a Jaguar XF one? IronGiant
said:. GrumpyOldGamer Well-known Member. Sounds exactly like the sequence of events when
my cam belt ripped and was slapping against the plastic casing before snapping and throwing a
piston on a car of mine years ago! AMc Distinguished Member. No experience of that engine but
when the auxiliary belt on my Merc went it sounded similar. First of a slapping sound like a flat
tyre - rev not speed dependent - which was the partially severed belt whacking around the
engine bay cutting up a CV boot. Obviously I had no idea this was what was going on until the
mechanic had stripped it down and worked out what to replace. In my case it wasn't
catastrophic or desperately expensive - the fact that it sounds like it failed on the dealership
forecourt means the least possible harm will have occurred, bar stopping and having it towed
when it started to misbehave. Fingers crossed it will be a belt, replaced under warranty with no
other damage. AMc said:. It may well be a general question not pertaining particularly to this
thread but I for one would be interested in the answer. OP, I hope whatever the problem turns
out to be is sorted quickly and cost free. Going from bad to worse. Rang the dealer this
afternoon for an update. Car needs a new engine and a new turbo. Why turbo is in the singular I
don't know, because it's got two of them, and it would seem odd to replace only one. Worst
thing is, they're waiting for the nod from the warranty "company" to proceed. I thought it was
Jaguar who supplied the warranty, but it may of course be under-written by some-one else.
Apparently there's an issue about the car's service record, because the service that was done
last year by the main dealer down south isn't showing on Jaguar's system - which would
invalidate the warranty apparently. If its anything like BMW they need to contact the warranty
department for authorisation to carry out the work, normally only takes a day. I believe that's
quite possibly more than the car's worth, so the dealer Jaguar main dealer is steering away
from the Jaguar Approved Two-year Warranty and referring it direct to Jaguar. Find it hard to
see how, given that I drove it to the dealers on other business and it started and ran smoothly
enough when the workshop manager came out to see what was what - until the metallic rattling
chimed in after a couple of seconds that is, the engine and both turbos need replacing? Pissed
off, big style. Does the car use the same TDV6 thats used in the disco and well known for
spinning a bearing and fudgeing the crank? More likely turbo failure sending bits into the
engine, it wouldn't happen the other way around. The compressor in turn pumps and
compresses air, through the intercooler, fuel is added, and the mixture is injected at high
pressure into the individual cylinders. So any stray bits from the inlet compressor side would
have to pumped through the injectors to get inside the engine wouldn't they? It's hard to see
that happening â€¦. That wouldn't be my understanding. On the plus side at least it is probably
the well known crank issue so they have less room to fight anything. Bl4ckGryph0n Member.
Even at dealer prices that seems rather excessive. Surely has to be covered under warranty.
Quite right, I over-simplified it - wrongly. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar
threads. Vitara SZ4 blog. Timwithtelly May 20, Motoring 2. Replies 26 Views 3K. Jun 29,
Timwithtelly. MOT brake fluctuation. Replies 4 Views 4K. Oct 1, njdbaxter. Replies 1 Views 1K.
Jul 9, Murman. Evans Halshaw Rant. Replies 19 Views 7K. Mar 6, Ron Should you buy an
electric car? How we came to our decision to buy one. Stuart Wright Mar 9, General Chat 5 6 7.
Replies Views 5K. Jun 7, choddo. Subscribe to our YouTube channel. Latest News. Top Bottom.
Jaguar has become synonymous with both speed and luxury in the U. Jaguar took the idea of a
vehicle and transformed that idea into a sleek but also functionable vehicle with many
additional capabilities. It is not hard to see why Jaguar was one of the high flying brands in the
automotive market during its prime. Some models were less successful while others
experienced incredible levels of success. Unfortunately, the Jaguar models entered the market
as more expensive commodities from base price to extra incurred costs over the years; one
example of such was that of the Jaguar F-Type. The vehicle was first made available for
purchase in with three engine choices â€” two V8 options and one V6 option. Jaguar had
massive success through selling its models in its home country of England after its name
became reputable enough through its wins at Le Mans and its XJ Hyper-Car. Although not a
highly sought-after vehicle in the Jaguar franchise, it helped to distinguish them as a
high-quality sports car provider to the public, thus establishing their foothold in the automotive

sector. As Jaguar continued its production cycle into coupe designed vehicles, such as that of
the Pace models in the E, F and I style. Through the Pace models came the Type models,
including that of the F-Type. Which continued production from until present day with 3 variants
in the Convertible, Coupe, and SVR, which were produced through Jaguar Range Rover after
the independent Jaguar become absolved. Sales of the F-Type Model from its introduction in
started in the lower thousands and quickly jumped into the tens of thousands the following year
before beginning to stall and decline thereafter. As competing cars entered the market, Jaguar
began to fall out of the market. Upon this stall, despite the continued production of the F-Type
and other sleek models, the presence of Jaguar dwindled and became all but quiet in the
automotive market. Minor problems include the fact that it is not a domestic vehicle, it carries
negative reviews by consumers and corporate entities and it carries a significant cost. First and
foremost, Jaguar is not a United States based brand. Unlike that of Ford or General Motors who
originated and maintained a United States denomination, Jaguar originated and still resides
primarily in the U. Despite the change of ownership for a brief era with Ford from prior to the
sale to Indian corporation Tata Motors , the brand never had a direct American presence.
Secondly, whether it was related to trunk space, cabin space or interior features, many
concerns from consumers and corporate entities was the interior, or lack thereof. From the first
full review in to the most recently available in by US News Cars , that was the recurring theme
among buyers. US News Cars noted that the model was not up to industry class standards for a
model of that type, and that many consumers felt cramped and uncomfortable with both
tangible and intangible features. Lastly, for any consumer who wishes to unleash the full power
of the Jaguar F-Type, they can expect that it will come with a hefty price tag. Major problems
include decreased handling with performance increases and driver functionality as a whole. To
accommodate for the increased build in power and speed, Jaguar turned their production
efforts to having an AWD model as opposed to RWD as before. In doing so, the AWD change
created a major understeer, according to Motortrend's review. With this understeer, the car
taking turns at increased speeds was susceptible to an increased slide from the rear wheels.
The performance increases in the Jaguar F-Type engine also caused some significant wear and
tear early on in the vehicles' life cycle with the stock provided rear Pirelli P-Zero tires having the
first sight of cords before the 25k mile maintenance mark. With that wear and tear also came the
ideas that perhaps Jaguar implemented power that the vehicle itself could not sustain, leaving
the model open to driver functionality problems. A condensed gauge cluster, tighter space
between the brake and accelerator, and a very tight center console layout that provided no
marginal benefit to the performance of the car. Assorted driver reviews from CarBuzz,
Motortrend, and Road and Track mentioned these flaws as one of the top negatives, during the
test runs. The F-Type, progressing into , was designed with two people in mind, featuring
leather upholstery and forged buttons across the dash. The interior of the model also comes
complete with a touchscreen display in the center console and various ingenuities within the
dials in the instrument panel. Leather seating comes standard in the F-Type models along with
aluminum finished buttons on the doors. Twelve Meridian speakers provide quality sound
throughout the inside and offer a nice compliment to the fabric sunroof option. Additionally, the
models come with a push to start feature and a quieter interior. The 2-door coupe is also made
of lightweight aluminum to offer a weight reduction for a slight increase in quickness, with a
retractable rear wing spoiler, the F-Type coupe can match aerodynamics up to specific speeds.
Finally, the four-cylinder F-Type models will carry a single exhaust while the V-8 will have the
quad exhaust set up. The F-Type also offers an active exhaust feature which allows the flow
valve to remain open when engaged after a certain RPM to amplify the sound. The F-Type packs
a punch with its power levels , firing on all cylinders. For those that want fuel efficiency
alongside speed, the F-Type can provide a generous MPG despite its monstrous engine. Car
and Driver notes that the 2. Lastly, all models in the future will include a new gearbox for an
8-speed transmission distinguishing both, the RWD and AWD. In conclusion, it would seem that
Jaguar has provided significant performance changes for models moving forward, but still lacks
in the areas that concern consumers the most, which pushes the vehicle out of categories with
a problem-free use. Laith is a graduate of Southwestern University with a B. Throughout both
his educational and professional career, he immersed himself in a variety of experiences
featuring a diverse range of specialties, including creative and professional writing, marketing
and management, and financial management and underwriting. All these opportunities opened
doors to unique opportunities that ultimately helped him take advantage of challenges within
the business and education world. He has a peculiar interest in cars as he takes part in many
rallies, cruises and runs across the state throughout the year in his Mopar as frequently as
possible. By Laith Tucker Published May 12, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Via Drivemag.
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S-Type 3. Gibbo Original Poster 2, posts months. Hi there Considering a Jaguar 3. Anyone here
have one or know what to look for on one, are they reliable or just pits? Or is there a decent
Jaguar forum? Are they chain or cam belt? Some are reliable, many are pits. Avoid pre cars.
Avoid high mileage cars, they just don't seem to be able to take the mileage. For minimum
ballache consider a manual. Chicarito 1, posts months. I'd be looking for the post ? Much
under-rated car. Am looking at a June 3. Early cars have horrible interiors, chocolate rear axles
and gearboxes made from finest cream cheese. The interior is a bit low rent as well, depends
what you're comparing it to. Later post 02 cars are much better, a few weaknesses, heater
valves being one. Simpo Two 74, posts months. I had a 3. I liked the interior, much more
spacious at the front than the later 'XJ copy' version. No problem with the rear axle or gearbox.
But it did fail MOTs with 'excessive play in ball joints' every year. The main facelift was in ; other
minor changes such as the rear came in The front is also more vertical and chunkier. My diesel
feels more solidly built, but still fails MOTs on suspension every year and is on its third
windscreen in two years. If I were you I would find the cleanest nicest driving car you can then
take it to a recognised specialist and get them to give it a close inspection. It may cost you a
little but it will be cheap in the long run. All cars need money spent on them, some more than
others. A friend has recently had his Jaguar XF 3. As the car was working perfectly before it
went in, is on 4 years old 60 reg and he himself has only had the car 2 years doing regular but
not huge mileage he feels that this is unacceptable, and that something they have done, or not
done, when servicing the car has led to this problem. You don't say how many miles this car
has done nor how often it's been serviced, nor where serviced. IF it's been serviced to the
"book" by Jag dealers, you might get some goodwill as it isn't too far out of its warranty. The
only option a dealer can offer is a brand new engine. However, if you go to an independent
garage they should be able to offer either a rebuild of the original motor or an exchange
remanufactured unit, both of which would be much better value options. Part of the problem
with any secondhand car is that you cannot know how it has been treated by any previous
owner s. And these days you cannot implicitly trust service stamps. For this reason whenever I
buy a car I give it a thorough service, no matter what the records say. And then treat the car to
regular oil changes something hotly debated on here ad infinitum. If I were your friend I'd pay
for their diagnosis but not the injectors demand the old ones back and recover the car unless
Jag are willing to help you out. The car is driven very steadily, no abuse, and ran smoothly as I
have borrowed the car before. It started having problems without hours of coming out of the
garage, a little too coincidental in my books. The car is still in the garage. I can scarcely believe
half the stuff i read these days, and i hope Jaguar are looking into the garage. Is this the end
result of guess the problem and chuck new parts at it game that seems to be the modern take
on expert diagnosis. Is the sales manager called Clark Kent by any chance, using his X ray
vision whilst sporting his Y fronts on the outside whilst acting the part, or is he a she, and
known colloquially as Mystic Meg, diagnosing all from a cracked crystal ball. Google 'jaguar XF
problems', or google 'truedelta' reliability, compare jaguar with audi, and weep. Replacing
catridge filters these day means you have to take extreme care and cleanliness when changing
over. Interesting comment - if this is the case it's highly unusual - the Jag engine has a good
reputation and if properly serviced can last for a long time and over many thousands of miles.
From which small car to buy at which price point to the best UK-built cars, our Top 10s have the
lot. Click now for your shortlist. Recently Asked Questions I'm looking for a medium-sized
hatchback. What's the best model to buy? Which car brands offer free home-charger
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Which small cars offer the most amount of space for adults in the back seats? I'm searching for
a car onwards that'll offer a relaxing drive. Which are the best and safest small cars B segment
to travel with adults comfortably in the rear seats? It needs a decent boot, Is a Citroen C1 a
good small car for an older driver? The car appears well looked after and has covered 16, miles
Should I get diesel, petrol or hybrid for my next car? I currently own a Renault Kadjar 1. We
bought the car due to its ability to carry large loads, comfort on long journeys and fuel
economy. It's been brilliant. I'm now considering changing I need a comfortable load lugger? I
am a big guy with lots of stuff and need an SUV to go on the motorway. Reliablity, comfort and

power are important. Running costs less so. I have narrowed choice to 39k mile, X5 40d M Sport
from Value my car , miles buy or sell? Peugeot Coupe - - 02 2. Elsewhere on. Money Saving
Offers, Deals and Discounts. Keyless theft: What is it and how do you stop it? Hiring rather than
buying? Our guide will save you money. NEW: Child seat chooser - Don't buy a car seat until
you've used this. Range Rover dominates list of most stolen and recovered cars of New Nissan
Qashqai revealed with more space and hybrid tech. No end in sight for Volkswagen 1. Jaguar
Land Rover commits to UK car production as it scraps petrol and diesel engines. Has anyone
else come across this or can recommend a suitable course of action? Replacing catridge filters
these day means you have to take extreme care and cleanliness when changing over Reply
Report as offensive Link. Its more likely DPF regeneration problems have diluted the engine oil.
Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our
lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than
three repairs. To see how frequently Jaguar XF problems occur, check out our car reliability
stats. All years. Jaguar XF repairs by problem area. Jaguar XF engine repair cost distribution.
See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips.
The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair
trips that include maintenance. Forced regen carried out. Regeneration request failed. Reset
system and regenerated DPF. Replaced split inter-cooler hose. The sensor had to be ordered
from the UK. Job paid for on extended warranty. Vehicle is almost 5 years old. Vehicle
undrivable. A faulty oxygen sensor was preventing DPF from regenerating fully. DPF removed
and cleaned oxygen sensor replaced. Did ask why the same issues again.? No response. Would
suspect, the plastic balance line, or the o rings on the fittings, pipe. Dealer unable to clear it new dpf had to be imported from the UK under warranty rnLoan car, so little inconvenience!
Fuel filter replaced. Gas cap replaced due to sticking in filler tube. Pressure tested, hoses
checked, etc. No leak found. Replaced water pump under warranty. No charge. Paid to replace
coolant and hoses. Looks to be the cause of several issues with "Restricted Performance" that
I'd had and could not be traced. Replace water pump and all cooling system hoses and
incidental vacuum hoses. Replaced it. Jaguar is junk. They dont have a temperature gauge in
them. They feel their engineering is so great it knows when the car is starting to heat up and will
shut it down- RIGHT! Needs coolant light went on and seized before we could get it off the
highway. NEVER buy one of these pieces of crap. There executives are a bunch of liars. Their
mission statement says "good enough, just isn't good enough" Try to get them to be
responsible for any of their failures and you will see what a completely fraudulent statement
that is. Buy a jaguar and you are completely at risk of owing money on a car that you will never
be able to drive again. That's my exact experience. I've heard people say never buy Jaguar. I
had a warranty on it and it didn't last 90K. Unfortunately the years were expired 5 months before
the complete failure of this car. The USA should not allow such fraudsters to import their
scrapheaps into this country. Dealer found problem, I didnt notice. Hose was leaking at a plastic
connector under the intake manifold. All plastic pipes pieces replaced. At the same time a recall
replacement on the passenger airbag was performed for free. Can still smell coolant
occasionally. The pipe behind water pump failed and so did cross over pipe. Pump and all
plastic cooling pipes replaced as perishing. It took several attempts to diagnose the reason for
the EML. Known issue. Diagnosed as a leaking water pump. Pump replaced and coolant level
topped up. Did not effect performance or fuel efficiency. Dealer replaced faulty BARO sensor.
Oxygen sensor replaced. Code P, Chk eng light did stay off, however, dealer said problem still
not fixed completely. Dealer would advise when full software update is available. Dealer called,
said chk eng light software update ready. Trouble with fuel filler door. Instructed in how to open
and so far no problem. Than I switch off ignition made reset and it disapeared. Anyway I took
the car to workshop and they update software and check all sistem.. After diagnose it was
replaced the defected gascket of secondary turbo. Dealer also replace turbo and the complete
turbo kit sensors, etc just for caution. It should be the source of the problem since the
beginning. Replaced under garanty. Jaguar paid the part and half of labour hours. They assume
faulty part even out of warranty. Very honest! Right MAF failing. Restricted power when the
engine was warm. Valve Replaced, cooling system serviced. Replaced thermostat housing and
radiator hose. Dealer performed Power Train Module reprogramming under a technical bulletin.
Replaced by updated release mechanism. Sunroof squeaks - repaired, lubricate with silicone
spray regularly. Front driver side speaker rattles - tightened up and seems improved. I replaced
the water pump and drive belt. Dealer indicated that several engineers assessed the car and
determined that air filter box was replaced. Dealer said supercharger seal was bad, replaced.
Repaired under extended warranty. New cooling expansion tank, self fitted. Report then
disappears. Issue is sporadic. Dealer could not reproduce. Adaptive dynamics fault and
'transmission not in park' reported again. Dealer replaced JaguarDrive module transmission

shift knob module. Code stored on computer; dealer cleared code but did no further work. Car
stuck in reverse and had to be towed. Air value with sensor on tire broke in car wash. When
"Drive" was selected, the transmission would not engage. Dash indicated the trans in drive,
acted like it was in neutral. Dealer had to tow the car and provide me a loaner. Dealer could not
fix in time to use for vacation. Dealer held car and fixed problem until return from trip. Dealer
put miles on car during repair. Car seems to drive fine, but took it in to check. They said it was
the EGR valve gone bad. Less than an hour after leaving, light came back on. Took it back, then
reset and it came back on. Amber check engine light illuminated at around mi. Dealer checked
all sensors and other relevant potential causes, but none were out of spec. Reset light and we
picked it up. It hasn't repeated itself after another mi. The engine overheating warning light did
not come on. Three months out of warranty. What it came down to was me not pushing hard
enough on the brake while pushing start button! Expensive repair. Codes for both cats. Code
for the thermostat. Code p coolant temp threshold not met. Thermostat seal had shifted
allowing coolant to circulate through radiator before operating temp was met. Poor performance
- On vehicle Fuel injectors cleaning service performed. Noticeable difference. It was replaced
under warranty. There was a TSB for lubing the front brake calipers that expand and "clunk"
with heat. Complete replacement of console unit to fix electrical problem with door chimes, seat
beat warning, lights on warning, and turn signals. Dealer fixed under warranty. DPF reset
routine performed. Split pipe feeding turbo valve. The same as the fall after the mile service!?
Faulty sensor and reservoir replaced. In shop only three days after CEL lit up, but sensor
apparently out of spec much longer. Not covered by warranty. It did not light on again. Vehical
in limp mode ie. Reduced performance. Fault traced to loose sensor on Catalytic Converter. See
TrueDelta's information for all Sedans and Wagons. See TrueDelta's information for all Jaguar
models. Jaguar XF Engine Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. DPF full. An exhaust temperature
sensor failed causing the vehicle to go into restricted performance mode. Torsional isolator,
fitted to the nosecone of the supercharger was replaced. One of the many engine sensors
showed a fault, but did not affect the performance of the car. Diesel particulate filter blocked up
without the orange warning light - went straight to red, requiring dealer visit. Cooling system
pump replaced due to slight leakage. Constant coolant smell upon exiting vehicle. Check
Engine Light - Emission, related to the emission vapor canister. Water pump leaking and several
coolant hoses leaking. Replaced HP fuel pumps, injectors, water pump, spark plugs, plus oil
change. Coolant low warning caused by cracked plastic expansion tank - replaced it and fresh
coolant. Coolant leak at water pump. Had the car for a couple of days after it was at the dealer
and less than 30 miles when the car engine seized and is now worthless. Water pump was
leaking and replaced under warranty. Car's cooling system developed slow but steady leak.
Crack in the plastic pipes caused a coolant leak. Hose replaced previously leaked again.
Cooling system. Engine overheating light came on, Dealer inspection initially diagnosed faulty
thermostat which was replaced though fault remained, they then replaced the complete fan
module. Turbocharger fault. Replaced turbo actuator valve to cure 'Restricted Performance'
message. Went into restricted mode after the top blew off the intercooler on the charge air side.
Apparently had a couple do this. Broken exhaust mounting rubber causing exhaust to hang
down at rear of vehicle, mounting rubbers on both sides replaced as a precaution although
other side still intact. Car going into restricted performance mode, suspect cracked inlet
manifold. Coolant level dropping over time. O ring failure lead to a loss of coolant, water pump
damaged and needed to replace. Barometric sensor caused yellow check engine light. Dealer
replaced sensor. Smoke out of exhaust at startup, CEL on. Water pump replaced for the third
time; front brakes and the rotors replaced. Check engine light on. Engine would occasionally
run rough for first few minutes after starting while warming up. Dealer could not duplicate.
Replace thermostat and housing integrated unit , recharge and flush the cooling system.
Thermostat housing replaced in previous visit leaking, replaced under warranty. Check engine
light. The warning restricted performance popped up. Restricted performance popped up
sometimes and after engine turned off, disapeare. After restricted performance popped up again
dealer replace secondary turbo exhaust valve. Left valve cover cracked. The water in fuel
sensor on fuel filter was giving some alerts without reason. Right cam cover cracked. DPF full
With problem to reset flowmeter and lambda sensor need adjustment. Light came on again in
February. Car was in shop for a week. Car switched into 'restricted performance' mode - stop
starting car fixed this - happened 4 times before the repair. Coolant level light comes on
frequently - tank and sensor replaced, problem not fixed. Transmission Failure Light light came
on and would not allow shifting, but self corrected , resolved after circuit replaced. Jag dealer
reported that the water pump was leaking. The car meets the lemon law due to check engine
light, fuel economy was less than the standard at 7. Engine light on, loud whine from engine.

Problems with sensors and supercharger. Expansion tank float had failed. Car reports
'transmission not in park' even when transmission is in park. Transmission moves to neutral
while engine is running with transmission selector in park. Still having faults reported for the
transmission and adaptive dynamics when sold. KO48 service repair needed. Coolant system,
losing coolant, replaced thermostat and coolant reservoir. Coolant Thermostat gasket failed but
left thermostat open so there was no overheating. Replaced coolant thermo and coolant tank.
Replacement of fuel door latch per TSB; I had not experienced any problems with fuel door, but
had it replaced per TSB when the car was taken in for routine maintenance. Engine malfunction
light on. Slight fuel starvation with highspeed uphill cornering in rally conditions caused
perceptible loss of power. Check engine line comes on then goes off. After taking the car back
several times to determine why the engine light was coming back, and no feasible reason, I
checked on this model and this seems to be common. My Jaguar XF has been taken to the tip
after a catastrophic engine meltdown due to sudden loss of coolant after a hose burst at 6 years
and only 50K miles. Failure to start. Emissions failure that requires replacement of hoses and
re-programming. The "check engine light sensor" is on. PCV valve failure- just noticed this is
the second time. Fixed knocking noise in the front. DPF warning then service indicator for oil
change showing miles early. DSC lights came up with restricted service. Coolant sensor
reported an error. Failed O2 sensor led to the failure of both catalytic converters well before the
normal end of their life. Fuel trap door did not open. I was told it was a minor glitch. Do your
Jaguar XJ Supercharged 3. Something like stalling,hesitation, lack of power, rough running,
shaking or excessive engine oil consumption may be included. Some Jaguar XJ Supercharged
3. These cars usually need to be replaced of the new engine , and the results are always that the
vehicle s oil consumption is out of oil usage specifications. There are also some problems we
often meet,We talk about these things below. Your Jaguar XJ Supercharged 3. It is simply an
indicator of the oil consumption problem, or other problems such as emissions system, ignition
system, or fuel injection system etc. Some Automobiles may have faulty fuel hoses in which
engine heat can cause premature deterioration. It may leak fuel and even maybe cause a fire. If
we remove and reinstall the faulty line , the leak could become worse and worse. When using
synthetic oil in hot climates, flooding, difficult starting and loss of compression some
Automobiles may suffer from poor lubrication. Some customers complain about higher than
average oil consumption and faulty rear rotor seals that lead to oil leaks. The radiator cap
pressure relief valve may be set too high, it may cause engine temperatures to exceed
appropriate limits. It could cause coolant to leak at the t
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op of the engine, cause a fire, and drip coolant onto the exhaust manifold and something like
that. The radiator cap and the valve should be replaced. Stalling and rough idle could be a
problem in some case while making a turn around corners. Although it is necessary to have the
fuel injection system cleaned , as the engine leans during the turn,the problem may be a faulty
rubber air intake boot that flexes. Few have experienced significant engine problems. However,
some engines have suffered from excessive oil consumption and a damaged catalyst due to oil
leaks that could lead to engine failure. When you go out one morning and your Jaguar XJ
Supercharged 3. What is the wrong? Now that we know how an Jaguar XJ Supercharged 3.
Three fundamental things can happen including bad fuel mix, lack of sparkor lack of
compression. Hope you can harvest. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Comment. Enter your name or
username to comment. Enter your email address to comment. Enter your website URL optional.

